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Introduction
Ribonucleic acid (RNA), a kind of biological molecules, plays a key role in the synthesis of protein.
In many cases, RNA structure is essential for its biological function. There are three structural levels in RNA: primary, secondary, and tertiary structure [1] . The primary structure is defined as the sequence of bases. The secondary structure is defined as the set of stems formed by base pairs, loops among stems, and single strands of ribonucleotides. The tertiary structure which plays an important role in the functionality of RNA molecule is formed by packing secondary structure elements and turning into compact globular units. Due to difficulty in determining RNA 3D structure (tertiary structure) by experimental techniques, many attempts have so far been made at predicting secondary structure given an RNA sequence (primary structure) [2] . RNA secondary structure prediction becomes one of the most important fundamental problems in biological sequence information analysis.
RNA secondary structure can be predicted by laboratory tools and computer simulations [3, 4] . Laboratory tools such as X-ray and nuclear magnetic resonance can predict RNA secondary structure accurately, but they are time consuming and require high cost [4] . Recently, researchers focused on computing techniques to predict RNA secondary structure, such as comparative sequences analysis [5] , minimum free energy [6, 7] , and genetic algorithm [8, 9] . The comparative sequences analysis method estimates the similarity between the RNA sequence to be predicted and the known RNA sequences according to the rule of covariant alignment so as to output the common RNA secondary structure model [5] . The minimum free energy method mimics the laws of thermodynamics, computes the free energy of RNA secondary structure, and views the structure of the minimum free energy as the best result [6, 7] . Genetic algorithm encodes RNA secondary structure as a chromosome, establishes a population of individuals, and adopts genetic operators to evolve RNA secondary structure [8, 9] .
In this paper, we introduce tabu search (TS) to predict RNA secondary structure and develop a novel prediction approach called RNA secondary structure prediction based on Tabu Search (RNATS). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported study that reflects upon the usage of tabu search in the prediction of RNA secondary structure. Our aim is to explore the applicability of tabu search to RNA secondary structure prediction and to predict the proper RNA secondary structure based on tabu search according to the minimum free energy technique. Two search procedures, intensification search and diversification search, are developed in the RNATS algorithm to exploit the local area around the current solution and explore the unvisited solution space. In the RNATS method, Tabu List (TL) is employed to prevent solution cycling and Visited Region List (VRL) is introduced to encourage the -252 -
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Volume 4, Number 9, December 2010 search to explore the unvisited space. Computer simulations show that the RNATS method is effective for predicting RNA secondary structure. The remaining part of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, RNA secondary structure is briefly introduced. The RNATS method and its components are described in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results of computer simulations. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
RNA secondary structure
RNA molecule consists of a chain of ribonucleotides linked by covalent chemical bonds. Each ribonucleotide represents one of four bases, adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and uracil (U). Two bases in close proximity form a chemical bond called base pair if they are complementary: A with U, G with C, and G with U [6] . In the following, RNA secondary structure is described.
, where i r denotes the th i base, 
There are some substructures in RNA secondary structure, stem, hairpin loop, internal loop, bulge loop, multibranch loop, and pseudoknot. They are described as follows.
Definition 2 Given two subsequences 
as the stem pool and S as the set of compatible stems, then
Q is the number of stems. Five other substructures are described as follows [10] .
Definition 5 Given stems
, where
and
and 2 h 0  , the length of the internal loop is 2 1 h h  , otherwise S determines a bulge loop of length 1 h when 0 2  h or length 2 h when 0 1  h .
Definition 6 If stems
, where q is the number of stems and 3
, and no other
S determines a multibranch loop, of which the length is
Definition 7 Given stems
, then stem set S determines a pseudoknot. Figure 1 gives the general description of the RNATS method. Its main procedures observe the architecture of tabu search. The following subsections consider the design approaches in detail.
Figure 1. General description of the RNATS method

The RNATS algorithm
Solution representation
can be set up, where Q denotes the size of stem pool S . As a result, matrix 
. Here, all active stems belonging to solution X should be compatible with each other. The distance between solutions p X and q X is defined as
Objective function computation
The free energy of RNA secondary structure E is defined as the objective function in this paper as follows [6] . 
Intensification search
At the intensification search stage, we exploit the local area of the current solution c X in order to find the solution of low free energy. In addition, tabu list is employed to avoid revisiting recently visited solutions. The intensification search procedure is implemented as follows:
Step After all neighboring solutions of the current solution c X are created, we order them in an ascending order according to their free energy values, then the ordered neighboring solutions and their free energy values are denoted as
Step 3: If Step 5: Since all neighboring solutions are unavailable for updating the current solution 
Diversification search
At the diversification search stage, Visited Regions List (VRL) [12] is adopted to guide RNATS to explore the unvisited space. Let
, where solution k X denotes the center of the visited region in which the distance between solution k X and the solutions located in this region is less than or equal to the radius of diversification search  , k f denotes the frequency of visiting this region, and M denotes the number of all listed visited regions. Here, the radius of diversification search
, and r denotes the region coefficient used to determine the range in which the radius of diversification search  varies.
Here, we try to generate new solutions outside the visited regions so as to explore the unvisited space. So, generating the solution near to more frequently visited regions is discouraged. We employ function  to distinguish between more and less frequently visited regions. The function  is defined as
where
It is seen that the function  is strictly increasing and bounded above by parameter  . The diversification search procedure is implemented as follows:
Step 1: Given the current iteration number
Step 6: Return the current solution c X and its free energy value ) ( c X E .
Experimental results
In this paper, computer simulations are conducted in Matlab on an Intel Pentium Dual-Core processor running at 2.8 GHz with 2 GB real memory. The impact of the parameters of RNATS is first investigated. Performance comparison between RNATS and another prediction method based on evolutionary algorithm is then conducted on eight RNA sequences. Each experiment includes 20 independent trials.
Performance analysis
In order to explore the good performance of RNATS, we here discuss the choice of experimental parameters in this subsection. The parameters to be discussed include the region coefficient . The well-known RNA sequenc CVV-3 [13] is used as a benchmark to evaluate performance.
In this paper, parameters r and  are used to select diversified solutions and explore the unvisited search space. Here, we investigate their contributions to the prediction algorithm as shown in Figure 2 . Three indicators are used to evaluate parameters r and  . Firstly, the accuracy rate is defined as the number of bases belonging to correctly predicted base pairs and free bases divided by the total number of bases. We find that RNATS can output the RNA secondary structure with the energy -18.85 kcal/mol lower than the factual one in most cases. At this time, its accuracy rate is equal to 46.15%. Secondly, the average run time values when the lowest energy is firstly provided by different parameters r and  are recorded as shown in Figure 2a . Finally, the success rate (SR) is defined as the number Figure 2b shows the success rates attained by different parameters r and  . It is seen that as the growth of the region coefficient r , RNATS spends less run time to find the lowest energy but its success rate decreases in most runs. As can provide high success rate within low run time, we adopt them to choose diversified solutions. Table 1 shows the prediction results of different tabu lists. Equipped with different tabu lists, RNATS can find the RNA structure with the lowest energy but lead to different standard deviation (SD) and run time values. It is found that when the size of the tabu list is equal to 40, the best performance is attained. So, we choose this parameter to be 40.
In this paper, we let can reach our goal. In this case, RNATS can obtain the high quality and stable result at the expense of proper computational cost. , RNATS can find the secondary structure with the lowest energy. It is known that the more the number of iterations T I , the better the results. However, this is done at the expense of more computational effort. In this article, we set the number of iterations T I is equal to 90 so as to predict the high quality and stable structure at the cost of low run time.
Performance comparison
In this section, the RNATS algorithm is applied to eight RNA sequences and compared with the RnaPredict method reported by Wiese et al. [9] . Eight RNA sequences are described as follows, AIMV-3, CiLRV-3, TSV-3, CVV-3, APMV-3, PDV-3 [13] , Geobacillus stearothermophilus, and Thermus aquaticus [9] . AIMV-3 is the alfalfa mosaic virus with 39 bases, 2 stems, 2 hairpin loops, and 3 single-strand of ribonucleotides. CiLRV-3 is the citrus leaf rugose virus with 50 bases, 2 stems, 2 hairpin loops, and 3 single -strand of ribonucleotides. TSV-3 is the tobacco streak virus with 49 bases, 2 stems, 2 hairpin loops, and 3 single -strand of ribonucleotides. CVV-3 is the citrus variegation virus with 52 bases, 2 stems, 2 hairpin loops, 1 The parameter settings of RnaPredict are shown as Table 4 and their detail descriptions can be found in [9] .
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The average (Avg), standard deviation (SD), accuracy rate (AR), and run time values of the prediction results obtained by RnaPredict and RNATS for experimental sequences are shown as Table  5 . The column E original presents the free energy of the factual secondary structures of experimental RNA sequences. As there are base pairs CU, GA, GG, and UU in the factual secondary structures of Geobacillus stearothermophilus and Thermus aquaticus, which are not considered in thermodynamic model, their free energy values are not reported. In face of APMV-3 and PDV-3, both RnaPredict and RNATS lead to the correct secondary structures in each run. But RNATS finds the optimal results much sooner than RnaPredict. Considering AIMV-3, the energies reported by RnaPredict and RNATS are less than the factual one. In addition, RNATS provides higher accuracy rate than RnaPredict within much less run time. In face of CiLRV-3, RnaPredict obtains the correct secondary structure in each run. In addition, the accuracy rate of RNATS for CiLRV-3 is more than 90% and its the convergence speed is much faster than that of RnaPredict. For TSV-3, RNATS is superior to RnaPredict and reports the maximum accuracy rate within the minimum run time. In face of CVV-3, both RnaPredict and RNATS lead to the same accuracy rate but RNATS requires much less computational cost. Considering geobacillus stearothermophilus, RNATS can provide the minimum free energy sooner than RnaPredict. But the accuracy rate of RnaPredict is higher than that of RNATS. RNA secondary structures of geobacillus stearothermophilus provided by RnaPredict and RNATS are shown as Figure  4 . In Figure 4 , the base pairs correctly predicted are labeled by the real line and the incorrect ones are labeled by the dashed line. That base pairs CU, GA, GG, and UU are not considered in thermodynamic model leads to the low accuracy rate. It is seen that RNATS can provide more correct base pairs than RnaPredict, and its secondary structure is closer the factual one than the one obtained by RnaPredict.
In face of thermus aquaticus, RNATS can provide lower free energy than RnaPredict within less run time. But the accuracy rate of RNATS is lower than that of RnaPredict. Prediction results for thermus aquaticus reported by RnaPredict and RNATS are shown as Figure 5 . As base pairs GA and GG belonging to the factual secondary structure of thermus aquaticus are not considered in thermodynamic model, experimental prediction methods cannot attain high accuracy rate. In this experiment, RNATS still can output more correct base pairs than RnaPredict.
(a) RnaPredict (b) RNATS Figure 5 . Prediction results for thermus aquaticus
In our study, we find the thermodynamic model employed in this paper cannot deal with different RNA sequences efficiently because of the lack of some constraint conditions. As a result, RNATS can find the minimum free energy values for most RNA sequences but cannot lead to the correct results.
Conclusions
As a kind of biological molecules, RNA plays an increasing important role in the research field of bioinformatics. In this article, we introduce tabu search to deal with the problem of RNA secondary structure prediction and propose the RNATS algorithm based on the minimum free energy technique. In the RNATS method, two search procedures, intensification search and diversification search, are developed to exploit the local regions around the current solution and explore the unvisited space, respectively. Computer simulations are conducted on eight RNA sequences to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the RNATS method for predicting RNA secondary structure. By comparison with the RnaPredict method, the RNATS algorithm can provide the minimum free energy values of experimental secondary structures within much less run time in most cases. In future, further improving the convergence speed of RNATS in complicate cases and designing a new thermodynamic model will be the subject of future research.
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